
 

Cisitalia 202 Cars Bodied by Vignale – a compilation of notes describing specific cars and some of their identifying characteristics 

 

Please note: Cisitalia data collection was being done by others before I began my studies. I paid little attention to Cisitalia during my early Italian car history studies because I 

thought that the necessary work was already being done. As I saw certain cars through the years and compared my observations to those of what had been reported previously, I 

began to realize that some of the other studies were filled with errors when it came to describing cars individually. For a number of years, each car I saw resulted in some sort of 

correction to data that had already been published by others. Some errors were based on the chassis & engine numbers being reversed, a relatively minor confusion? Other errors 

are far more complex and confusing. It has become apparent to me that a chassis number alone is not sufficient to identify any Cisitalia. It will benefit any owner to check the data 

reported about their car and report any errors. Of course, I would be happy to learn of any news as well! I must thank Corrado Bellabarba for helping a great deal with the paper 

trail research that describes a good many cars now described in my study files. We do not know the coachbuilder for a large number of those cars and continue to seek additional 

data (and photos) describing each example. 

 

When it comes to Cisitalia, in order to be certain that we speak of the same specific car, it is best identified by chassis number and original engine number together. As 

an example, chassis 029, motore 102/061 (coupe’ by Pinin Farina) is not the same car as chassis 029, motore 102/167 (cabriolet Vignale). Because the engine fitted today 

is not always the original, it is helpful to note specifically if the engine number reported also appears on the chassis ID plate … if that ID plate is original. If that plate is 

missing, it is still helpful to report the engine number of the engine that is present. It will help our eventual understanding if we also identify the coachwork number for 

each car correctly. I am also studying the engines themselves, so a loose engine might also tell us something interesting. Other mechanical specifications (such as gear 

ratios) and specific component usage is also of interest, whether we are looking at Weber carburetors (or Solex or Zenith), Magneti Marelli components or Borrani 

wheels. Sometimes fuel tanks and oil tanks have markings that may be of interest. Some “later” cars may have Borrani splined hub adapters that are numbered 

individually. 

 

Any input welcomed at: iicar@earthlink.net  

 

Cisitalia 202: Vignale bodied a number of Cisitalia 202 cars and it seems that many of them are numbered by Vignale. We should not assume that all were numbered in ways that 

can be found today. The numbers reported so far may indicate that they form a distinct series (or perhaps two or more series?) of their own and may eventually tell us something 

about the build order for cars that were not built or completed in chassis number sequence. Although I have listed the few cars that have revealed their Vignale trim numbering in 

that order, I do not assume they were numbered in the same series even if I have listed them in a way to imply this. It would help greatly to learn any of the trim numbers that can 

be found on additional examples! 

 

PLEASE NOTE!  EXPERIENCE TELLS ME THAT SOME INFORMATION IN THIS LISTING IS UNLIKELY TO BE COMPLETELY ACCURATE! SOME HAS COME FROM 

SOURCES THAT HAVE PROVEN TO BE FLAWED. EVEN SO, IT IS THE BEST I CAN DO WITHOUT REDACTING ANYTHING NOT SEEN PERSONALLY.  USE THIS 
INFORMATION CAUTIOUSLY! IT IS A NEW “STARTING POINT” IN MY ATTEMPT TO LEARN MORE. 

 

 

 
 

 

V# 8  Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 118SC, motore 102/238 no early ownership data is known 

 

V# 12  Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 142SC, motore 102/267 no early ownership data is known  (wearing PF badges last I heard) 

 

V# 23  Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 158SC, motore 102/283 30.3.50  Cd’O. sold 7.4.50 

 

V# 25   Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 066SC (*), motore 177 no early ownership data is known   

      (*  one of two Vignale-bodied cars with the chassis number 066) 

(066SC note: Some sources have indicated this chassis identity should have an engine lid that can hinge from either side, a design feature that has been attributed to Vignale but 

which was used by Pinin Farina and Stabilimenti Farina as well. 066SC has its hinges at the front, probably indicating that this particular “066” identity was assigned after the 

doubly-hinged feature was dropped from normal use? It is my observation that all the evidence suggests that this car was built later than the chassis number implies.) 

 

V#  ?? Cisitalia 202CMM berlinetta Vignale N. 001CMM  21.6.47 (first use) 

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet  (??)  N. 082, motore 020MM  27.2.48 Cd’O   (Pinin Farina or Vignale?) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta corsa Vignale  N. 066, motore 207MM (**) 4.4.48: (first race appearance) 

   (** one of two Vignale-bodied cars with the chassis number 066) 

   (** 066 raced 1948 with two different engines and was sold with engine 207MM fitted. Engine 207MM previously used 1948 in two other chassis) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 spider Vignale  N. 074, motore 123  16.4.48 declarations of origins from Cisitalia & Vignale  

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 050SC, motore 102/167  23.4.48  first registered  (one of two Vignale-bodied cars with the chassis number 050) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202CMM berlinetta Vignale N. 002CMM  2.5.48  (first use) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 101 (*), motore 102/112 (**) 12.6.48 (first sold) (**  engine “112” also reported in chassis 071) 

   (Cisitalia 202 N. 101 has been described as the first Cisitalia to have a curved windscreen.) 

   (**Cisitalia also issued (1952) a chassis identity “0101” that became used on an Ermini that was bodied by Motto … also described as “Frua”) 
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V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 062SC, motore 102/184 2.7.48 Cd’O  (wearing Stab. Farina badges last I heard) 

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale (??)  N. 073SC, motore 102/196 1.9.48 Cd’O > first sold & reg. 15.6.49 (perhaps Vignale, not certain) 

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale(?)  N. 121, motore 102/044 9.9.48  Cd’O   (perhaps Vignale, not certain) 

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale(?)  N. 100, motore 102/156 3.3.48 Cd’O > first sold 30.10.48  (Pinin Farina or Vignale?) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 050SC, motore 102/086 20.12.48 (first registered)( 29.11.47 Cd’O for the chassis) (see above N. 050) 

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale(?)  N. 088SC, motore 202 13.12.48 Cd’O > first sold & reg. 4//1949 (perhaps Vignale, not certain) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 103 (*), motore 228  8//1949 (first appearance)(also having curved windscreen) 

     (*  Please note: Another Cisitalia 202 coupe’ N. 103 (motore 102/146) exists with  Stabilimenti Farina body #8837)  

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 145SC, motore 301   “24.1.50” as Cd’O, seemingly first sold 9//1950 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 138SC, motore ((202MM-304)) 4.4.50 “origine” (track use probably began 3//1950) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 025SMM, motore ((102/048)) no early ownership data is known (There may be an additional car numbered “025SC”?) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 029 (*) motore 102/062 no early ownership data is known 

     (*  Please note: Cisitalia 202 coupe’ Pinin Farina N. 029 (motore 101/061) is also identified)  

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet  Vignale  N. 054SC, motore 102/075 no early ownership data is known 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet  Vignale  N. 056SC (*), motore 102/175 no early ownership data is known 

     (* Please note: Cisitalia 202 coupe’ Pinin Farina N. 056 (motore 102/098) is also identified) 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet  Vignale  N. 061SC, motore 102/189 no early ownership data is known 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet  Vignale  N. 077, motore 102/051 no early ownership data is known 

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet (??))  N. 120SC, motore 102/290  no early ownership data is known   

  (120SC wears PF badges externally, Stab. Farina badges inside, has some build details typical of Vignale … shared also by some other Stab. Farina bodies)  

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 126SC, motore ((102/244)) no early ownership data is known 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 141SC, motore (not reported) no early ownership data is known 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 143SC, motore (not reported) no early ownership data is known 

    (*  Please note: Another Cisitalia 202 coupe’ N. 143SC (motore ((102/272)) ) exists with  Stabilimenti Farina body #__20)  

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 cabriolet Vignale  N. 146SC, motore 269  no early ownership data is known 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 160 “B” (SC?), motore 284 no early ownership data is known 

 

V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale  N. 165 “B” (SC?), motore (not reported) no early ownership data is known  

 

??V# ?? Cisitalia 202 berlinetta Vignale(?)  N. 184 “C” (SC?)  no early ownership data is known  (Stabilimenti Farina or Vignale?) 

 

Stabilimenti Farina #9537 Cisitalia 202 berlinetta N. 183SC  has some build details typical of Vignale  

Stabilimenti Farina #9_15 Cisitalia 202D berlinetta N. 189  has some build details typical of Vignale  

 

 

 

 


